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Write a reviewWrite a review

568 Grout Removal Attachment568 Grout Removal Attachment
Model # Model # 568568

  BUY NOW BUY NOW

    ((11))★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 5.05.0  

Product SpecificationsProduct Specifications

Get the grout out and make re-grouting a breeze. With our grout removal attachment, you can turnGet the grout out and make re-grouting a breeze. With our grout removal attachment, you can turn

your favorite Dremel rotary tool into a powerful, electric grout removal machine. Best of all, theyour favorite Dremel rotary tool into a powerful, electric grout removal machine. Best of all, the

attachment's unique shape keeps the bit at the perfect cutting angle – and keeps it centeredattachment's unique shape keeps the bit at the perfect cutting angle – and keeps it centered

between the tiles.between the tiles.

30° cutting angle provides controlled cutting along the grout line30° cutting angle provides controlled cutting along the grout line

Special guides keep the bit centered between tilesSpecial guides keep the bit centered between tiles

Large window provides excellent visibility for better controlLarge window provides excellent visibility for better control

Depth adjustment controls cutting depth up to 3/8" below the tile surfaceDepth adjustment controls cutting depth up to 3/8" below the tile surface

Removes both wall and floor groutRemoves both wall and floor grout

DIMENSIONSDIMENSIONS

Fits Tool Model::Fits Tool Model:: 4000, 400, 3000, 398, 395, 300, 285, 275, 200,4000, 400, 3000, 398, 395, 300, 285, 275, 200,

100, 8220, 8200, 800, 780, 770, 7700100, 8220, 8200, 800, 780, 770, 7700

Tool Level:Tool Level: 10 - rotary tool attachment10 - rotary tool attachment

Weight:Weight: 0.35kg0.35kg

Length:Length: 6.63"6.63"

Warranty:Warranty: Product Defects OnlyProduct Defects Only
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Warranty:Warranty: Product Defects OnlyProduct Defects Only

Material:Material: Plastic and steelPlastic and steel

Height:Height: 4.389999"4.389999"

Contents:Contents: 1 Guide attachment and grout removal bit1 Guide attachment and grout removal bit

Width:Width: 2.79"2.79"

Size:Size: 1/16 In. bit1/16 In. bit


